
                                                                        Onderzoekinformatie: basisregistratie en definities (PURE)

     Wetenschappelijke prestatie Soort output Definitie Gebruik

content type category Output type (PURE subveld) description output type usage

research output

contribution to journal

article a presentation of new research with other scientists as primary audience. required

letter a short description of new, important research results. Not: letter to the editor. required

comment / letter to the editor short commentarty/contribution to debate in a scientific publication, often about former printed 
articles.

required

book/film/article review review of a book/film/article, published in a journal. required

editorial an article-like text with the official opinion about a subject, from a journal's point of view. required

special issue a specific journal issue with focus on a special theme or subject. optional

meeting abstract Abstract of a paper submitted for a conference and for inclusrion in a conference proceeding. optional

review article an article that review previous research on a topic and provides a summarisation of the current 
understanding of the topic.

required

short survey a short survey is a mini-review of previous research on a topic, including a summarisation of the 
current understanding of the topic. It is generally shorter than systematic review articles and 
contains a less extensive bibliography.

required

literature review a critical review and evaluation of (scientific) publication. optional

conference article An article that has been presented at a conference and published in a journal 0

erratum Erratum/corrigendum 0

chapter in book / report / conference proceeding

chapter chapter or part of a book, report or anthology/collected work. required

entry for encyclopedia / dictionary a short , focused article on one or more subject(s) or event(s) for publication in an encyclopedia. required

conference contribution article that has been presented at a conference. required

foreword / postscript contribution to book/report/conference prior to the main text (foreword), as well as after this 
(postscript)

required

paper scientific text prepared in advance, for a conference. Made available at the conference or 
institutions own website, but not published officially in a journal/proceeding.

optional

poster a poster is a presentation of a work at a conference. Often with a dominating visual aspect, 
allowing a quick overview.

optional

abstract an abstract is a short condensed preview of an article or work, presented at a conference. optional

other contribution

other contribution contribution that does not fit into the other categories. optional

research output exists in many variations, from written to non-textual form. Templates are available for a range of these variations, and can be populated from scratch or by import from external sources.

A journal is published in a consecutive number of volumes/issues, as a series with the same journal title. The journal will usually have an issn-number, e.g. 
issn 1234-5679.

Books, reports and anthologies/collected works where the author(s) are only responsible for part of the work, e.g. a chapter. The work may have an isbn-
number

research output that does not fit into other categories



book / report

book a completed, stand-alone work published in one or more volumes. Often with one or few authors 
and one or few subject areas.

required

book editing a collection of a numberf of contributions to a completed work on a more of less specific subject. 
Mostly with a various number of authors. It can have a specific scientific audience, or a more 
popular approach to a wider audience.

required

report a report with a pre-defined objective, requested by the institution in charge. required

inaugural speech the publication of a public speech made on the occasion of professors officially acceding to their 
post.

required

valedictory speech the publication of a public speech made on the occasion of professors officially leaving their post. required

working paper

working paper Working/discussion paper constitutes an early version of a publication. Working/discussion papers 
are primarily used for exchanging ideas or get feedback, before submitting it to a publisher - 
usually the author's own institution.

optional

discussion paper Working/discussion paper constitutes an early version of a publication. Working/discussion papers 
are primarily used for exchanging ideas or get feedback, before submitting it to a publisher - 
usually the author's own institution.

0

non-textual form

software stand-alone software for execution of specific tasks. required

digital or visual products optional

web publication / site electronic publication. e.g. website. required

artefact artefacts of various kinds. optional

exhibition sculptures, models, paintings, (art) installations etc. optional

performance dramatic or musical entertainment optional

composition musical scores, notes, sheets. optional

design designs in various forms. optional

thesis

research internal / graduation internal the PhD candidate has an appointment at the VU University Amsterdam and the graduation is at 
VU University Amsterdam

required

research external / graduation internal the PhD candidate has an appointment at an other institute and the graduation is at VU University 
Amsterdam

required

research internal / graduation external the PhD candidate has an appointment at the VU University Amsterdam but the graduation is at 
another institute.

required

research external / graduation external the PhD candidate has an appointment at an other institute and the graduation is at another 
institute.

required

doctoral thesis doctoral thesis optional

master's thesis master's thesis 0

memorandum / exposition

case note Academic/professional elucidation, analysis or investigation, that is not published in the form of an 
actual report. E.g. a case note. 

optional

patent

patent A patent is a document that grants the rights of a piece of work/invention to its originator 0

Books, reports and anthologies/collected works where the author(s) are responsible for the entire work. The work may have an isbn-number

Research output notes (Working paper)

Research output that is not explicitly text. E.g. content with main focus on audio or images.

0

Academic/professional elucidation, analysis or investigation, that is not published in a form of an actual report. E.g. a note, elucidation or other inquiries 
related to the parliament, ministries, councils or regions handling of cases or law-preparing work. Elucidation and note must be covered by a duty of 
journalisation, which means it must have a journal number.

0



contribution to specialist publication

article Add research output that has been published in a domain specific journal, with a more 
communicative approach

0

contribution to memorandum/exposition

memorandum contribution Contribution to academic/professional elucidation, analysis or investigation, that is not published 
in a the form of an actual report. E.g. a note, elucidation or other inquiries related to the 
parliament, ministries, councils or regions handling of cases or law-preparing work. Elucidation and 
note must be covered by a duty of journalisation, which means it must have a journal number.

0

activities the purpose of the activity content type is to capture past or current activities related to professional expertise.

membership

membership of board Membership in the role of member or chair of a council, committee, board, or network etc. required

membership of committee Membership in the role of member or chair of a council, committee, board, or network etc. required

membership of council Membership in the role of member or chair of a council, committee, board, or network etc. required

membership of network Membership in the role of member or chair of a council, committee, board, or network etc. required

participating in or organising an event

organising a conference, workshop, ... Organisation of a past or current event (conference, workshop, symposium etc.). optional

participating in a conference, workshop, ... Participance at a past or current event (conference, workshop, symposium etc.). optional

examination

examination Examination activities, including acting as opponent or as part of an examination committee. 
Supervising theses should NOT be registered here, but under Thesis (in Research output).

optional

publication peer-review an editorial work

publication peer-review 0 optional

editorial work A long-term editorship of a journal or a book series can be reported here. required

hosting a visitor

hosting an academic visitor 0 optional

consultancy

consultancy Consultancy work as part of a researchers professional work. optional

talk or presentation

invited talk A keynote speaker has given a keynote lecture at a conference, workshop, symposium etc.  An 
invited speaker has explicitly been invited and has given a speech or talk (expenses were paid for 
by the hosting organisation).  A speaker has given a speech or talk for a public that does not largely 
belong to their own organisation.

required

oral presentation 0 optional

visiting an external institution

0

0

purpose of the template is to register a talk or presentation, including capturing associated event or organisation details.

purpose of the template is to register a visit to another institution, including capturing details on the visited external organisation.

purpose of the template is to register council, committee, board, or network etc. membership, including capturing associated event or organisation 
details.

purpose of the template is to register attendance at or organisation of a past or current event (conference, workshop, symposium etc.), including 
capturing details of the event.

purpose of the template is to register examination activities, including where acting as opponent or as part of an examination committee. The template 
includes capturing examined person and/or organisatisation of examination details.

purpose of the template is to register publication peer review an editorial work, including capturing associated journal, publisher, or event details.

purpose of the template is to register a visit from a individual from another research institution, including capturing details on the visiting external person.

purpose of the template is to register consultancy work as part of a researchers professional work, including details on the organisation or event for 
whom consultancy work is done. 



visiting an external academic institution Visit at another institution. optional

other

other Activity that does not fit into the other categories. optional

prizes the purpose of the prize content type is to capture prizes and other professional distinctions a researcher have been awarded.

prize 0

prize A prize or grant of significant importance. This can e.g. be for, but is not limited to, a specific 
publication, or one's entire body of work. This category also applies to VENI-VIDI-VICI, ERC, 
Spinoza and similar grants.

required

honorary award Prizes or awards that do not fit into the category prize of significant importance. optional

other distinction 0 optional

press/media 0

expert comment Expert comment on a subject presented in the media, to clarify or judge the information that is 
being discussed, in the role of expert on that subject.

required

other Other appearance or other contribution in the media (e.g. main subject is not the research nor the 
researcher as such, but research or researcher are mentioned).

optional

public engagement activities Appearance or other contribution in the media involving the general public. required

research Appearance or other contribution in the media, e.g. discussing or having one's research discussed, 
on radio, television, in the press or on the web.

required

applications 0

application 0

application 0 optional

award 0

award 0

award 0 0

projects 0

project 0

project 0 0

courses 0

course 0

course 0 0

curricula vitae 0

curriculum vitae 0

curriculum vitae 0 0

datasets 0

dataset 0

dataset 0 0

impacts 0

impact 0

impact 0 0

facilities/equipme
nt

0

purpose of the template is to register all other types of past or current activities



facility/equipment 0

facility 0 0

equipment 0 0

component 0 0

student thesis 0

student thesis 0

student thesis 0 0


